Nemeth and Prickett win in local mayoral races

by Don Reimer and Kathy Byrne
Staff Reporters

Democrat Peter J. Nemeth won a landslide victory in the South Bend mayoral election yesterday, defeating his Republican opponent by a vote margin of over 3 to 1. Nemeth collected 23,689 votes to Republican John Slafsky's 8,804 and Independent Ronald R. Kronewitter's 883 votes.

Democrats were victorious in the majority of the other municipal races, which included contests for City Clerk, and nine common council seats.

In the fourth council district, which includes Notre Dame and much of the surrounding area, incumbent Democrat Roger O. Parent won reelection by nearly 2,000 votes. Parent is now the President of the South Bend Common Council.

In the Mishawaka mayoral election, incumbent Republican Margaret Prickett defeated Democratic challenger George Byrne by a 2,000 vote margin.

"We are looking forward to doing the best possible job of governing South Bend," said Nemeth in his overwhelming victory. "He added that his next action would be to assemble a team by January when he will take office.

Nemeth was thrilled with the news of the downtown parking situation as his number one priority upon taking office. "The downtown parking situation of course is my number one priority," he stated, "along with recruiting businesses back to the downtown area."

In reference to South Bend development over the next several years, Nemeth cited the decrease of federal dollars as that would cutbacks in city spending. "In the next few years we are going to be going through a period of belt tightening when difficult decision will have to be made on cut back," he may-elect commented.

Nemeth, a city councilman since 1971, surprisingly defeated current Mayor Jerry Miller in the April Democratic Mayoral primary. Because of that victory, the strength of the South Bend Democratic party in recent years, and his popularity as councilman, Nemeth was the unanimous choice over Slafsky and Kronewitter.

The newly elected mayor, a 53 year old attorney, graduated from the University of Arizona and obtained his law degree from Columbia University. He served as sheriff of St. Joseph County from 1967 to 1971.

Off-Campus crimes

Councillor Parent called for better enforcement of current laws dealing with zoning and housing controls.

"We need better enforcement of laws which determine the quality of ourConclusion," Parent stated.

Parent acknowledged the high crime rate committed against off-campus students and proposed the establishment of a crime prevention center in the North East area of the city. He felt that this measure would help reduce crime in the area surrounding the Notre Dame campus.

Parent said that up to now the council had used a "shot gun" approach to crime control. The only recent measure taken to reduce crime in thearea has been foot patrol.

Parent felt that long-range measures were necessary to reduce overall crime. 'Many of these measures, such as criminal rehabilitation programs, are not currently under the jurisdiction of the council.

"The campaign was waged intelligently by both candidates," Parent said. "I believe that both candidates talked to the people and gave their positions and he felt that his re-election showed that the people clearly have pleased with the manner in which he had served.

(continued on page 6)

At HPC meeting

Co-op plan in jeopardy

By Ken Bradford

Having junked four other off-campus food co-op plans, Notre Dame Student Government released another proposal yesterday and labeled it a "buyers club.

In announcing the latest co-op proposal, Tom Fitzgerald, student body vice president, stated, "We have to change our projections. We're not going to reach our membership goal to provide a shelf-stored co-op now so we have to look who the buyers club.

Fitzgerald said at least fifty households will have to sign up for the buyers club or the co-op plan will be scrapped. He urged faculty members, staff and students to sign up for the venture.

The majority of our work has gone down the drain but this does mean that the buyers club has to work," Fitzgerald continued. "The co-op can only work if we get concerned people."

Under the new plan, a household of six will have as much or more than they would have under the most recently discarded plan, Fitzgerald said.

Detailed plans for the buyers club will be released at a later date.

Recent co-op proposals bear little resemblance to the first co-op plan which was released by the East Byrne administration on April 29, two weeks before the end of the spring semester.

At that time, the co-op was planning on offering savings in three areas: food, clothing and records. Albums, for example, would sell for $4 and savings on clothes would be between ten and fifteen percent.

Two thousand members needed

Co-op organizer Steve Shankel estimated that two thousand memberships would have to be sold in the two-week membership drive in order for the co-op to work. Fee plans, by which prospective members could place a two-dollar deposit or arrange to have the five dollars charged to their tuition bills. From the outset, Shankel placed the responsibility on students to make the co-op succeed. "If the sign-ups fail, the co-op will fail and the cause will be student apathy," he said.

The membership drive netted 1,000 members.

Over the summer vacation, a shake-up in Student Government personnel destroyed the records of the first membership drive. Shankel announced he was not returning to Notre Dame for the fall semester and the records were left on a couch in the student center to be seen again.

New plan announced

On Sept. 3 Fitzgerald announced a new co-op plan. Students who paid fees for the first co-op were automatically included in the second co-op.

The second co-op involved an initial membership fee, apparently five dollars, and a weekly direct charge, an unknown amount to be charged to each member to help pay for upkeep of the co-op building.

There would be no mark-up on goods sold at the co-op, they would be sold at cost.

At that time, Fitzgerald stated his disappointment that the first plan had failed. "I am as unhappy as those people who wanted to use the co-op that it could not get started sooner," he said. "All I can say is that I am closing it for full time and attention."

Fitzgerald estimated that nine hundred memberships would have to be sold to finance the second co-op plan. He also revealed that Student Government had two sites in mind to house the co-op.

He declined to identify the sites at that time.

By Sept. 25, Student Government had re-assessed their plans and forwarded their third co-op proposal.

The third co-op plan would have charged the service charge and expanded the membership fee to between fifteen and twenty dollars per household. Student Government also said students who signed up or previous co-ops could look back and receive a refund. In fact, since all records were lost, anyone who signed up to have been a member could receive two dollars from Student Government.

The fourth co-op plan, released on Halloween, was a derivative of the first co-op plan.

The fourth plan retained the direct charge method and the wholesale price policy but raised the membership fee to thirty-five dollars per household.

Four days later, the Student Government announced major change: the transformation into a buyers club.

Mike Gassman is asking the habits presidents to help him investigate the possibilities for next year's calendar. Gassman intends to conduct a survey to find out what the student preferences are. (Photo by Tom Los)

Calendardiscussions

by Martha Fanning

Mike Gassman, Academic Council President, spoke at the upcoming calendar issue at the Hall President's Council meeting last night in Farley.

Gassman explained the importance of the issue. "This year when the calendar comes up before the council, guidelines for the next three years will probably be set," he said.

He outlined some of the plans Student Government is preparing for the preparation of the future calendar proposals. "Two hundred letters are being sent out to all students asking what are your present and future calendars. The letter is to gather general information as to what other institutions structure their calendars."

The second questions w ill be to those people who arranges their calendar, and policies on "study" days before final exams.

A short questionnaire accompanied the letter requesting information on the average class days, vacations and possible activities the person who arranges their calendar, and policies on "study" days before final exams.

Another plan for this year is to inform students on the background of past calendars. Gassman mentioned one plan. "We would like to have the student Academic Council Representatives come to the halls and inform students what the situation is. We would also like to run a survey to find out what the students consider important," he remarked.

We figure that two or three possible calendars are upon based on student preferences,"

Gassman requested the aid of the HPC in setting up the hall meetings and taking the survey. The survey will be taken one to two weeks prior to Thanksgiving.

Other business dealt with at the meeting included letters of apology to the USC and ND bands, for the students acting at the USC football game. Bob Ryan, Stanford football coach, submitted his drafts to the council for approval. The council approved the letter which will be sent this week. Another project of the HPC was also mentioned, the Match-up Meetings. These are meetings between student representatives and their counterparts in the Administrat-

We also mentioned, the Match-up Meetings. These are meetings between student representatives and their counterparts in the Administr-
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This week the Observer begins its tenth year as a student publication at Notre Dame. Robert Sam Anson, its founder, today a reputable journalist, reports on the Observer's founding. (The Observer's Founding Date)
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Russia’s National Basketball team is probably in every sense of the word the United States should stop sending a collection of all-stars to the Olympics, said Coach Bobby Knight.

“I think we should send the winner of the NBA championship,” he said, for fear of a repeat of the defeat suffered by the Soviet team 94-78 Monday night. “We should send them to Montreal next year and if the Russians don’t like it then tell them to go to hell,” Knight said.

WASHINGTON — La Gore Daniel G. Graham said Tuesday he is retiring as head of the Defense Intelligence Agency because “I’m a Schlesinger man.”

Graham said he reached his decision Sunday night after hearing news reports that James R. Schlesinger had been ousted as secretary of defense. President Ford announced Schlesinger’s removal Monday night.

NEW YORK (AP) — Palmer of the Baltimore Orioles, who twice overcame injuries problems that threatened his career, was named winner of the Cy Young Award Tuesday as the top pitcher in the American League.

It was second Cy Young trophy for Palmer, who outdistanced Catfish Hunter of the New York Yankees in voting by the Special Committee of the Baseball Writers Association of America.

The Senate will discuss reports from the special committee on grade inflation and faculty collective bargaining, faculty salaries.

The 15 activities in the series are scheduled from November through May, and will include sessions on crafts, gardening, and other issues, as well as clinics on various sports.

The 15 activities in the series are scheduled from November through May, and will include sessions on crafts, gardening, and other issues, as well as clinics on various sports.
murphy urges awareness of social injustice

by sue carey
staff reporter

In a speech at the morris inn last night, former notre dame professor pathe laurence murphy urged americans to "internalize their awareness" of social injustice.

"there's no comfort in inaction," murphy told the conference on technology transfer in the participation of distributive justice. "people who don't actively oppose injustice sin against conscience," murphy said.

murphy referred to sorates' injunction to pity the man who perpetrates injustice more than his victim, and added, "if there is no moral decision, then there is no truth, no justice, and we are lesser men.

now a maryknoll priest, murphy graduated from the naval academy at annapolis and served in the navy for six years before entering seminary. after his ordination in 1954, he did graduate work in philosophy at yale university before coming to notre dame. in addition to earning his ph.d. and teaching in the philosophy and theology departments for five years, murphy was instrumental in founding cil. he is presently on the staff of the center for human development studies at seton hall university.

sacrifices called for

noting the "distinctively christian" belief in the value of suffering as a reflection of christ's sacrifice, murphy said, "as christians, we can accept the sacrifices called for by the harsh demands of justice, including a significant redistribution of resources throughout the world."

murphy observed that in order to practice social justice, christians must be strongly convinced of the intrinsic merit of the ministry of justice. in addition, they must have perseverance, which he termed "often the obscure side of courage", and the experience of commitment shared with a community.

justice "essential"

terming the ministry of justice "essential" to the nature of the church, murphy said, "christians still suffer from an inadequate understanding of the church. too often roman catholics see the church only as an institution, not as a community of god's people."

"participation in the administration of justice is inherently part of the church's purpose," murphy claimed. in addition, he noted that the three traditional views of what constitutes the christian vision doctrine, fellowship, and service are all necessary elements of social justice.

murphy affirmed that the church has been convoced with the problem of social justice throughout the twentieth century, but particularly in recent years.

"today the church is making an effort to understand social justice and to deal with social structures under which human rights are protected or abused," murphy said.

murphy also cited a statement from the synod of bishops which met in 1971 which read in part, "we have been able to perceive many serious injustices which still deprive the poor of full human development, and we have been led to see that these injustices are essentially moral issues and not just political problems."

"we must have a renewed awareness of the importance of social justice," murphy said. "we need to make society apply with fairness its burdens and benefits."

Task of entire church

murphy stressed that the church's task is to touch the entire church, not just a few specialists. "it is a pity that most christians don't know how essential the ministry of justice is," murphy said. "they do not know it, it is only removed knowledge-they haven't internalized it."

murphy added, "success is not around the corner." quoting a reply by albert camus to a commentator of the novel fyodor dostoyevsky that the suffering of one child can rival the sufferings of all. "we need to make society apply with fairness its burdens and benefits."

ASK CHARLIE

are you taking aspirin or products containing aspirin, e.g. acetaminophen, arthritis pain formula, aspirin, bufferin, capex, etc. if you do, you should exercise caution when taking many prescription medications. examples of some of the many drugs that interact with aspirin include antibiotics, antacids, barbiturates, blood thinner, butalbital, codeine, indomethacin, ibuprofen, indoramine, meperidine, morphine, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, and many others. consult your pharmacist.

mar-main pharmacy

426 n. michigan (next to mcdonald's)
234 3184

first shop of its kind in indiana

sales promotional products

buckwester

thousands of items to choose from:

wall paper • wall displays • wall hangers • tins • tare • towels • coolers • sheets • pillows • cases • ice chests • flashlights • coasters • pool cues • bar stools • blanket • boots • blankets • chains • mugs • game sets • cards • clocks • key rings • lighter • cards • wall clocks • napkins • sponges • ice • towels • bottle openers • bowls • plates • salt & pepper shaker sets • coasters • pillows • rugs • shirts • jackets • comforters • small floor lamps • Tiffany lamps • ash trays • bar stools • lamps • bar stools • lamps • 100 center complex • mishawaka, Indiana 46544

store hours: 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. tuesdays through saturdays

grand opening special

show a nd or smc t.d.

and get 10% off any purchase

monday, nov. 3rd thru saturday, nov. 8th

pants a plenty, & now we have girl's tops too

1621 so. bend ave. (behind linebacker)

phone 233-6867

year after year.

semester after semester, the college master from fidelity union life has been the most accepted, most popular plan on campuses all over america.

find out why.

call the fidelity union college master field associate in your area: 1005 e. lasalle, chicago, ill. phone 287-2327

the general store

has finally got its full inventory

grand opening special

show a nd or smc t.d.

and get 10% off any purchase

monday, nov. 3rd thru saturday, nov. 8th

pants a plenty, & now we have girl's tops too

1621 so. bend ave. (behind linebacker)

phone 233-6867
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commentary

The Dean as Teacher
pat hanfin

Considering its difficulties one suspects that anyone takes the Dean of Students to be quite idealistic or quite crazy. Dean Roemer is definitely not crazy but his idealism is already running into the difficulties of the job. The most recent difficulty concerned some rubberized bed-sheets. By luck and skill he will be able to avoid major problems but the Trojan Al,our raises some perceptive issues about the administration's commitment to its own rules and regulations.

Granted that Dean Roemer, and the other administrators concerned in the affair were motivated by a genuine concern for the good of the students and the University as they see it. Granted that the Administration is constrained to make a stand against suspicious students on one hand and insistent administrators on the other. Granted even an intelligent lawyer-as Roemer is-could have trouble deciding on an interpretation of rules as vague as some of the ones in Duc and privacy provisions as vague as those in the housing contract. Granted that, as things turned out, Roemer managed to get the signs removed without actually instituting rules. Granted that the matter in any case was hardly one of life and death. But still there is something undeniably farcical about the Dean of Students running out of a meeting that all but anyone else ought to sweep away stagnant and unimportant signs. To justify the entrance he might have made some eventual measure of improvement. And we may be insuring ourselves and this campus of at least a minor case but Mr. Justice Buxton went to the length of saying that minor rules, regulations or good order in the residence halls.

In minor cases and when the rules, regulations and rights of the students are concerned it is appropriate for the students to pursue the campus of impropriety. "propriety" are notoriously too vague to be a standard of offensiveness covered signs which had been put up in the dormitories. It is no wonder that students and administrators looking at the rules were never touched and Roemer says he was not even an intelligent lawyer-as Roemer is-could have trouble deciding on an interpretation of rules as vague as some of the ones in Duc and privacy provisions as vague as those in the housing contract.

Commentary on this page is published anonymously because we are compelled to out of respect for the Church organized its doctrine in a curious way the Christian must embrace the world while at the same time keeping it at a safe distance. This is because we must not merely work for a decent world without displacing our allegiance to our God and for allegiance to the world.

Ultimately the Christian is political because of its love for its fellow human beings and limits our capacity to love. It is not the Christian's job to make the world safe for democracy or to build socialism in this country or to stop the gulf war. The Christian's job is to make the world safe for Christ and build His Kingdom. Everything else will be provided.

DOONESBY

by Garry Trudeu

In recent years the Church has become increasingly involved in the socially and politically issues of our day. To a great extent this remarkable trend has been a healthy phenomena and has helped to sweep away stagnant and outspoken reactionaries. Against whom the Church has held for centuries. It was His love for God that moved Christ to speak out against injustice. It was His love and God and Man that moved His love led Him to faith in any particular social or economic alternative to the existing institutions of His time.

Economic, social and political causers always have their own springtime. Christian love knows no place for political doctrinaire. It is both an end and the means to an end. We do not protest injustice merely because it is the Christian's job to do so because we are compelled to out of our love for God and His Kingdom. An a curious way the Christian must embrace the world while at the same time keeping it at a safe distance. This is because we must not merely work for a decent world without displacing our allegiance to our God and for allegiance to the world.

Ultimately the Christian is political because of its love for its fellow human beings and limits our capacity to love. It is not the Christian's job to make the world safe for democracy or to build socialism in this country or to stop the gulf war. The Christian's job is to make the world safe for Christ and build His Kingdom. Everything else will be provided.
Idealists in search of journalistic truth--

The founding of The ND Observer

by Robert Sam Anson

A few years ago, during one of my classes, our professor mentioned to Notre Dame, I stepped by for a chat with Fr. Hesburgh. Naturally, the subject of the Observer came up and I asked Father how it was doing. "Great," he said. "Very

responsible." Not like it was when you were running it.

Of course, rather smiled when he said that. At least I think he did.

Times were different in the sixties (you remember the sixties, don't you?) It was in all the newspapers. Of course, Father smiled when you were running it. "Isn't it?" he exclaimed. "I nearly tore the door off its hinges running back to the office with my story. We bantered our exclusive over page one, and ran a long, indignant editorial, saying that the award ought to be abolished. It was.

Not all our causes were so glorious. There was, for instance, the famous 'screw' incident, a confrontation with the administration that nearly bounced the observer out of school and brought the Observer to a grinding halt.

The trouble, as usual, was mostly of our own making. Late one week, as deadline rushed and someone began to page through it, looking for a suitably short item that was worth stealing. We found it in a brief short item that was worth stealing. We found it in a brief short item that was worth stealing. We found it in a brief short item that was worth stealing. We found it in a brief short item that was worth stealing. We found it in a brief short item that was worth stealing. We found it in a brief short item that was worth stealing. We found it in a brief short item that was worth stealing. We found it in a brief short item that was worth stealing.

Anyway, we printed a page back seat to expediency. There was, after all, a war on and we needed our student deferments. I envisioned us ending up in the Mekong Delta, and all over a five letter word. We negotiated our surrender. We would apologize, but I got to write the apology. It was, if I do say so, a masterpiece of equivocation. We said, in effect, that we were sorry for anyone idiotic enough to be offended by reading a five letter word for intercourse. In the next issue of the Observer, we printed a page supporting letters from our readers and a long account of the administration's "intimidation."

The story closed with the announcement that editor Anson was heading out to San Francisco to personally investigate the practices of the Sexual Freedom League. So ended the attempts to censor the newspaper. It all seems a little foolish now. Reading over my yellowed copies of the first year's Observer, I wince sometimes at the amateurishness of what seemed a bright, brave crusade for student journalism. I also think of all the stories we should have done, the investigations we should have undertaken, the things we should have uncovered. Once and a while, I'll bump into one of the old game from the Observer, and I'll start reminiscing. It's funny, but the one enduring fantasy we all have is wishing we could go back, start over, knowing what we know now. We laugh, and have another drink.

Those were heady days, that first year of the Observer. We were so full of ourselves, and what we imagined was our power—not to be big men on campus (the single greatest danger for a student newspaper editor), but the power to print the truth, and, by printing it, somehow change the way the country was heading. It was a naive war, but we were better men for having it.

All that is changed today. The agenda for the country and its students has been altered. Yesterday's causes have become today's reality. The war is just a memory, and, for most of you, a distant one at that. You can afford to be responsible. You are lucky. At least I think you are.
Democrats dominate election

(continued from page 1) Democrats dominated the other South Bend races winning all but two of the positions up for election. Irene Gammell won election by 6,524 votes as City Clerk over her Republican opponent, getting 22,000 votes to Terese Hinkel's 15,524.

Democrats retained their 7-2 majority in the Common Council, prompting Nemeth to say that he anticipated no problems with the council.

In the race for first District Council, Democrat Joseph Sperke overcame both a Republican and a candidate for the party to win with a margin of over 1,000 votes. Walter Timmorkowicki finished just behind Republican Lenora Davis, winning the second District Council seat by a margin of 4,500 to 3,988.

In the hotly contested third District race, Republican Terry Miller beat out Democrat Dorothy Shear by a mere 288 votes. Miller is now the only Republican to win council seats.

SB weather still unpredictable

by Thomas J. Conaty
Staff Reporter

When the ND-SMC students arrive at school in early September, they have usually packed away their cut-offs and t-shirts and unpacked their sweaters and coats, preparing for the well-known South Bend weather. This year, however, has been different. Although spotted with rain, the South Bend weather has been characterized by warm weather and sunny skies.

Local weather forecasters have been puzzled by this strange occurrence. Apart from the "few" nights of 50's and 60's the South Bend temperature has averaged in the high 60's or lower 70's. There has been even days in the high 80's that resulted in a "country club" atmosphere around downtown.

Even statistics are confusing. This past August the number of cloudy days outnumbered the sunny days 3 to 1. In an average Indiana month the cloudy days outnumbered the sunny days 2.5 to 1.

The winter usually dominates for six months and the fall and spring times last anywhere from one afternoon to one and one-half months.

The most violent month in Indiana is March where an average of forty-four thunderstorms are recorded. Many of them, however, are so small that they could easily pass into a closet.

Notre Dame and St. Mary's freshmen do not realize how fortunate they are to have this type of weather for in the past years snow covered both campuses within a month after school started. The earliest it has snowed since 1910 was on September 16, 1967 and the latest was on May 30, 1951.

If anything, it has been the rain that has dampened the utopian weather in the ND community. This however, is not much for according to Erv Wesley of the South Bend Weather Bureau the amount of rain in the South Bend area has been half of what was expected.

"This does not necessarily mean we're in for a bad winter," Wesley says, "but speaking from past years we could possibly expect a winter warmer than usual then pass on to temperatures next two or three years might be warmer. Then the following year may have normal weather conditions, warm summer and cold winter. He did emphasize that this took no less than five years.

Whatever the statistics say the students are quite satisfied. Going to classes in cut-ins and wearing t-shirts in the football games are welcome changes.

Another Republican, Robert Taylor, easily defeated Democrat John L. Bilancia by a margin of over a thousand votes in the fifth council district.

In the most overwhelming victory of the Democrats, Kopeczynski collected 85 percent of the vote as he defeated Republican Michael Wells for the sixth district council seat.

Democrats also swept the races for Councilman at Large, winning all three seats by substantial majorities.


The closest race in the area occurred in Goshen municipal contest where the winning margin was only 12 votes.

Low voting turned out to be a problem in all of the mayoral elections.

by all of the mayoral candidates. Nemeth said that while he was disappointed by the low turnout, it was not unique to South Bend. Only about 46 percent of the city's registered voters participated in yesterday elections.

Stafkosky, seeking his first elective office in South Bend, commented, "we worked as hard as we could. I couldn't ask any more from the people who worked for me." The former Notre Dame football player plans to remain in politics and attempt to unite the Republican party.

Stafkosky criticized what he called the "terrible turnout", but thanked those people who did vote. Kromerwitt, the Independent mayoral candidate, stated that he ran in order to talk about issues which affect the entire city and to see "if people will let go of traditional party ties." He concluded from his defeat that people were not ready to break these allegiances.
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Whatever the statistics say the students are quite satisfied. Going to classes in cut-ins and wearing t-shirts in the football games are welcome changes.

Another Republican, Robert Taylor, easily defeated Democrat John L. Bilancia by a margin of over a thousand votes in the fifth council district.

In the most overwhelming victory of the Democrats, Kopeczynski collected 85 percent of the vote as he defeated Republican Michael Wells for the sixth district council seat.

Democrats also swept the races for Councilman at Large, winning all three seats by substantial majorities.


The closest race in the area occurred in Goshen municipal contest where the winning margin was only 12 votes.

Low voting turned out to be a problem in all of the mayoral elections.

by all of the mayoral candidates. Nemeth said that while he was disappointed by the low turnout, it was not unique to South Bend. Only about 46 percent of the city's registered voters participated in yesterday elections.

Stafkosky, seeking his first elective office in South Bend, commented, "we worked as hard as we could. I couldn't ask any more from the people who worked for me." The former Notre Dame football player plans to remain in politics and attempt to unite the Republican party.

Stafkosky criticized what he called the "terrible turnover", but thanked those people who did vote. Kromerwitt, the Independent mayoral candidate, stated that he ran in order to talk about issues which affect the entire city and to see "if people will let go of traditional party ties." He concluded from his defeat that people were not ready to break these allegiances.
Already signed contract

College regrets Davis resuming career

CLAREMONT, Calif. (AP) - Controversial Communist feminist and black militant Angela Davis says she may have hired Miss Davis to embarrass Claremont. Claremont's board of regents voted to withdraw the job offer, but Miss Davis had already signed the contract.

She was available for comment Tuesday, her attorney said.

The announcement that she was turning down a series of weekend classes on "Black Women and the Development of the Black Community" has brought threats from alumni and donors warning that enrollments for the fall-due small private and very expensive colleges 30 miles east of Los Angeles might be canceled.

Miss Davis, 31, was acquitted in 1971 of charges of murdering an Orange County jailer and kidnaping stemming from a courthouse. A judge and three prisoners at the Marin County courthouse. A judge and three prisoners at the Marin County courthouse. A judge and three prisoners at the Marin County courthouse. A judge and three prisoners at the Marin County courthouse. A judge and three prisoners at the Marin County courthouse.

The Royal Shakespeare Company from Stratford-upon-Avon, England, will present "Plays for Repentence," a light-hearted look at love, tonight at 8:00 in O'Laughlin Auditorium.

The presentation will include a number of romantic selections illustrated with poetry, prose, and music. The selections will begin with Sir Walter Raleigh's "Description of Love." Lynette Davis, David Suchet and several members of the company, the company, the company, the company.

The presence of some people cannot afford to spend $5 or $6 on one time.

According to Richard Hosinski, bookstore manager, this six-week period is strictly a private policy. It is the accepted procedure in the bookstore industry. Six weeks seems to be adequate time for students to buy their books. We can't afford to let the extra sit on the shelf for a year and the business won't allow that," he explained.

When asked what she thought about returning the books in six weeks, Miss Davis, Miss Davis, Miss Davis, Miss Davis.

When asked what she thought about returning the books in six weeks, Miss Davis, Miss Davis, Miss Davis, Miss Davis.

"Gay Guide to Notre Dame South Bend" is a full service record store.

Cinema '76 presents "THE SERVANT" TONIGHT 8 - 10 pm Admission $1 Engineering Auditorium

MAC'S RECORD RACK $1 off any BEACH BOY'S ALBUM A full service record store

Next to River Park Theater

MISHAWAKA AVE, SOUTH BEND

S T - R E T - C H

Your budget & shop at any area GOODWILL

NEW AND USED FURNITURE TOYS CLOTHING FOR EVERYONE

CỬ público, MIKE HARDWARE, ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

COUPON - 25% OFF ON ALL WINTER COATS

(Expires Nov. II)

ONE TIME OFFER 'NEW' MODERN STYLE LOUNGE CHAIR ONLY $89.50 WHILE THEY LAST

SHOP YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD GOODWILL STORES AND BENEFIT FROM OUR LOW PRICES ON CHOICE CLOTHING ITEMS AND 10% OF OTHER PERSONS' ITEMS SAVINGS ON YOUR BUDGET.

S H O P 9756
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she will be paid $3,000 for teaching five weekend classes. Class size has been limited to 30.

singed the contract.

She is the founder of the Claremont University Center for Research on Reproduction, which has been involved in several controversies. Some of her most recent activities included being the subject of a lawsuit brought by the National Organization for Women. The lawsuit alleged that she had engaged in sex discrimination and that she had not been given the position she had been hired for.
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Tom Lopienski making it count

by Ernie Torriero

The question will be asked time and time again by members of the Notre Dame defense this season, as they mix in the art of the trivia. "Who," they will ask with a characteristic gleam, a look which beckons the challenge of an answer, "is the only Midwest player to return a blocked punt for two touchdowns on back-to-back plays?"

Quickly the profiler will dive deep into the treasures of the fledgling world and when the big moment arrives, the answer will be, "Lopienski."

Alertness is no stranger to Lopienski. The 6-1, 215-pound Irish senior was forced to haul the ball in with acrobatic-like precision. Swann, who was forced to haul the ball in with five solo shots and 17 assists, one and one-half lengths ahead of Purdue and five ahead of Grand Valley. Purdue boats. The Junior Varsity bested Purdue. The Notre Dame team sailed confidently into the game. We were in man-